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ABSTRACT
The perfectly matched layer is an efficient tool to simulate nonreflecting boundary
condition at boundaries of a grid in the finite-difference modeling of seismic wave
propagation. We show relations between different formulations of the perfectly matched
layer with respect to their three key aspects - split/unsplit, classical/convolutional, with
the general/special form of the stretching factor. First we derive two variants of the split
formulations for the general form of the stretching factor. Both variants naturally lead to
the convolutional formulations in case of the general form of the stretching factor. One of
them, L-split, reduces to the well-known classical split formulation in case of the special
form of the stretching factor. The other, R-split, remains convolutional even for the
special form of the stretching factor. The R-split formulation eventually leads to the
equations identical with those obtained straightforwardly in the unsplit formulation.
We also present an alternative time discretization of the unsplit formulation that is
slightly algorithmically simpler than the discretization presented recently. We implement
the discretization in the 3D velocity-stress staggered-grid finite-difference scheme - 4thorder in the interior grid, 2nd-order in the perfectly matched layer.
K e y w o r d s : perfectly matched layer, nonreflecting boundary condition, finitedifference modeling, seismic waves

1. INTRODUCTION
The perfectly matched layer (PML) is probably the most efficient method to prevent
reflections of seismic waves at artificial boundaries of the computational region, that is, at
boundaries of the discrete spatial grid. The importance of PML in the numerical modeling
of seismic wave propagation has been recently very well recognized. This is clear from
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numerous articles, e.g., Chen et al. (2000), Collino and Tsogka (2001), Komatitsch and
Tromp (2003), Marcinkovich and Olsen (2003), Festa and Nielsen (2003), Wang and
Tang (2003), Basu and Chopra (2004), Festa and Vilotte (2005), Festa et al. (2005),
Martin et al. (2005), Martin and Komatitsch (2006), Ma and Liu (2006), Komatitsch and
Martin (2007), Drossaert and Giannopoulos (2007a,b), Moczo et al. (2007), Martin et al.
(2008a,b), Basu (2009).
Komatitsch and Martin (2007) provided a very good comprehensive review of the
development of the PML theory and its applications to the numerical modeling of seismic
wave propagation, including the pioneering articles (Bérenger 1994, 1996; Chew and
Weedon 1994; Chew and Liu 1996) as well as the most recent ones. Therefore we refer to
the review by Komatitsch and Martin (2007) instead of developing another review here.
At the same time, our short article was inspired by the fact that we have not found in
the literature explanation of relations between different PML formulations or their
classification. For example, Komatitsch and Martin (2007) first explained the classical
split (using directional decompositions of the stress tensor and divergence of the stress
tensor) PML formulation in velocity and stress, and made a point about the limitation of
the formulation in case of the grazing incidence. Then they continued with the
convolutional PML (C-PML) technique that improves the accuracy of the discrete PML at
the grazing incidence. They pointed out the advantage of the unsplit formulation which
does not require the split parts of the particle velocity vector components and stress-tensor
components, and, consequently, does not increase the number of depending variables.
While it was easy to follow both nice expositions, and understand difficulties of the first
and advantages of the second formulation, we realized that the article does not explicitly
address the relations of three key aspects of the PML formulations - split/unsplit
wavefield vs classical/convolutional algorithm vs general/special form of the stretching
factor. Our concern was supported by the impression one may have from the two
mentioned chapters in the article by Komatitsch and Martin (2007): ‘split, classical and
special’ make one formulation, ‘unsplit, convolutional and general’ make the other - no
mention of the relation between the two formulations. We have not found explanation of
the relations and classification of the formulations in other articles either. In this article we
aim to clarify the relations.
We start with the decomposition in the split formulation. Then we derive split and
unsplit formulations for the general and special forms of the stretching factors, and show
the relations between them. Finally, as a complementary result, we show two alternative
time discretizations of the C-PML formulation, the corresponding algorithms, and results
of numerical tests.

2. DIRECTIONAL DECOMPOSITION IN THE SPLIT FORMULATION
Directional decompositions of the divergence of the stress tensor and the stress tensor
itself at a point are the key aspects of the split PML formulation. Here we briefly recall
and explain the decomposition before we formulate equations for the split formulations.
The equation of motion without the body-force term and Hooke’s law are

 ui   ji , j
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(1)

and

 ij   uk ,k  ij    ui , j u j ,i  .

(2)

In order to interpret action/meaning of only one of the stress-tensor derivatives on the
r.h.s. of Eq.(1), e.g.,  xy , x , assume that  xy , x is the only non-zero spatial stress-tensor

 ux  0 ,

derivative. Then

 uy   xy , x ,

 uz  0 . Assuming

u x  u x  0

and

u z  u z  0 at some reference time, we have

 uy   xy , x ,

 xy   u y , x .

(3)

This means that the above specification defines a 1D problem with displacement and
stress polarized in the y-direction and propagating in the x-direction. Consider now the
meaning of term  xx , x . Assume that  xx , x is the only non-zero spatial stress-tensor
derivative. Then  ux   xx , x ,  uy  0 ,  uz  0 . Assuming u y  u y  0 and
u z  u z  0 at some reference time, we have

 xx , x     2   u x , x .

 ux   xx , x ,

(4)

This means that the above specification defines a 1D problem with displacement and
stress polarized in the x-direction and propagating in the x-direction. The meaning of the
other spatial stress-tensor derivatives in the equation of motion and terms on the r.h.s. of
Hooke’s law can be shown analogously. Correspondingly, the equation of motion can be
written as

 ux   xx , x  yx , y  zx , z   xx   xy   xz ,
 uy   xy , x  yy , y  zy , z   yx   yy   yz ,

(5)

 uz   xz , x  yz , y  zz , z   zx   zy   zz .
Here ij means a body force acting at a point and causing at that point a motion polarized
in the i-th direction and having tendency to propagate from that point in the j-th direction.
Hooke’s law can be arranged in the form
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u y , y



u z , z
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u x , x



   2  u y , y



u z , z

 zz



u x , x



u y , y



   2  u z , z
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u y , x
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u y , z
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u x , z

u z , y
u z , x

(6)

Here, Mui , j (M being an appropriate modulus) means that part of the stress-tensor
component at a point which has tendency to propagate from that point in the j-th direction.
Eqs.(5) and (6) thus show directional decompositions of the divergence of the stress tensor
and the stress tensor itself at a point, respectively: the decompositions are determined by
the directions of the spatial derivatives.

3. THE PML FORMULATIONS
Instead of Hooke’s law (2) for the isotropic medium we can consider the more concise
general form

 ij  cijkl  kl  cijkl uk ,l ,

(7)

where cijkl is tensor of the elastic coefficients. Because our goal is a PML for the
velocity-stress FD scheme, we will further consider equations for the particle velocity vi ,

 v i   ji , j ,

(8)

 ij  cijkl vk ,l .

(9)

3.1. The Split Formulation
Considering p, q, r   x, y , z , let p denote a coordinate direction perpendicular to
a planar interface between the interior region and the PML, and q, r directions
perpendicular to direction p. Decomposition of the particle velocity and stress tensor,

v i  vip  v iqr ,

(10)

 ij  ijp   ijqr ,

(11)

yields the equation of motion and Hooke’s law in the forms

 v ip   ji , j  jp ,

(12)

 viqr   ji , j 1   jp  ,

(13)

ijp  cijkl vk ,l  lp ,

(14)

ijqr  cijkl vk ,l 1   lp  .

(15)

An application of the Fourier transform to Eqs.(12) and (14) gives
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i vip   ji , j  jp ,

(16)

i ijp  cijkl vk ,l  lp .

(17)

We use the same symbols for the quantities in the frequency and time domains.
A replacement of the spatial differentiation with respect to x p in Eqs.(16) and (17) by the
spatial differentiation with respect to x p ,
1 


 x p s  x p

(18)

with the so-called stretching factor
s  



(19)

  i

and ,  and  being, in general, functions of x p , gives either
si vip   ji , j  jp ,

(20)

si ijp  cijkl vk ,l  lp ,

(21)

1
i vip   ji , j  jp ,
s

(22)

1
i ijp  cijkl vk ,l  lp .
s

(23)

or

We will recognize the L-split formulation based on manipulations with Eqs.(20) and (21),
whereas Eqs.(22) and (23) will be the basis for the R-split formulation.
3.1.1. L-Split
A substitution of s in Eqs.(20) and (21) according to Eq.(19) leads to










 p 1
v   ,  ,
   i  i  ji j jp

(24)


    p 1
  c v ,  .
 i  
    i  ij  ijkl k l lp


(25)

  i 





Define

 ip ( ) = 
 ijp ( ) =
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  + i

v ip ,


 p.
  + i ij



(26)
(27)

Then Eqs.(24) and (25) become
æ
çè

 ÷ö p
1
÷ v =  ji , j  jp +  ip ( ) ,
 ÷ø i


(28)

æ
ö
çç i +  ÷÷ p = 1 c v ,  +  p ( ) .
ij
èç
 ÷ø ij
 ijkl k l lp

(29)

 çç i +

In order to remove the imaginary unit from the denominator, we rewrite Eqs.(26) and
(27):

( + i ) ip ( ) = 
( + i ) ijp ( ) =

 p
v ,
 i

 p
 .
 ij

(30)
(31)

An application of the inverse Fourier transform to Eqs.(28)(31) yields

 v ip + 
 ijp +





 p
1
v i =  ji , j  jp +  ip ,



 ijp =

1



c ijkl v k , l  lp +  ijp ,

 ip +  ip = 
ijp +  ijp =

 p
v ,
 i

 p
 .
 ij

(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)

Here,  ip and  ijp are functions of time. It is clear that  ip and  ijp are additional
variables (so-called memory variables) obeying ordinary differential equations (34) and
(35). They are introduced in order to avoid a direct calculation of the convolutions, that
would otherwise appear in Eqs.(32) and (33), and consequently avoid memory
requirements for the history of the particle velocity and stress. Eqs.(10), (11), (13), (15),
and (32)(35) make the final system to be solved.
If we consider the special case with   1 and   0 , i.e.,
s =1+


,
i

(36)

then Eqs.(32)(35), considering definitions (26) and (27), reduce to the well known split
PML formulation
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 v ip +   v ip =  ji , j  jp ,

(37)

 ijp +  ijp = c ijkl v k , l  lp .

(38)

Note that in this special case we could, in fact, directly apply the damping terms
proportional to vip and  ijp in Eqs.(12) and (14). An application of the Fourier transform
to the modified equations would then reveal that the addition of the damping terms is
equivalent to replacement of the differentiation with respect to x p by the differentiation
with respect to x p .
3.1.2. R-Split
Substituting definition of the stretching factor s, Eq.(19), into Eqs.(22) and (23) we
obtain
æ1
b ö÷
i v ip = çç ÷ ji , j  jp ,
çè 
a + i ø÷

(39)

æ1
b ö÷
i ijp = çç ÷ c ijkl v k , l  lp ,
çè 
a + i ø÷

(40)

where
a    ,

b 2 .

(41)

Define

 i p ( ) =  ijp ( ) = -

b
 ji , j 
a + i

jp ,

b
c ijkl v k , l  lp .
a + i

(42)
(43)

Then
1
i vip   ji , j  jp  ip   ,

i ijp 

1



cijkl vk ,l  lp   ijp   .

(44)
(45)

In order to remove the imaginary unit from the denominator, we rewrite Eqs.(42) and
(43):
iip    aip    b ji , j  jp ,

(46)

i ijp     a ijp    bcijkl vk ,l  lp .

(47)

An application of the inverse Fourier transform to Eqs.(44)(47) yields
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1

 v ip   ji , j  jp  ip ,


(48)

1

 ijp  cijkl vk ,l  lp   ijp ,


(49)

ip  aip  b ji , j  jp ,

(50)

ijp  a ijp  bcijkl vk ,l  lp .

(51)

Here, ip and  ijp are functions of time. Similarly to the L-split case, ip and  ijp are
additional (memory) variables.
Looking at Eqs.(13), (15) and (48)(51) we can realize that it is possible to sum up
Eqs.(13) and (48) as well as Eqs.(15) and (49). We obtain



1



 v i   ji , j  jp  ip   ji , j 1   jp ,




1

(52)



 ij  cijkl vk ,l  lp   ijp  cijkl vk ,l 1   lp .


(53)

Thus, Eqs.(50)(53) make the final system of equations to be solved.
Note that in the special case with   1 and   0 both parameters a and b are equal
to . Eqs.(48)(53), however, do not change which means that the R-split formulation
remains convolutional even in the case of the special form of the stretching factor.
3.2. The Unsplit Formulation
In the so-called unsplit formulation we manipulate directly with the entire equation of
motion and Hooke’s law, that is, with Eqs.(8) and (9). An application of the Fourier
transform to these equations yields

i vi   ji , j ,

(54)

i ij  cijkl vk ,l .

(55)

A replacement of the spatial differentiations with respect to x p by differentiations with
respect to x p yields
1
b 
i vi   
  ji , j  jp   ji , j 1   jp ,
  a  i 

(56)

1
b 
i ij   
 cijkl vk ,l  lp  cijkl vk ,l 1   lp .


a
i 


(57)
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Substitution of variables ip and  ijp , defined by Eqs.(42) and (43), in Eqs.(56) and (57),
respectively, and a subsequent application of the inverse Fourier transform to the
equations yield



1



 v i   ji , j  jp  ip   ji , j 1   jp ,




1



 ij  cijkl vk ,l  lp   ijp  cijkl vk ,l 1   lp .


(58)
(59)

Clearly, the additional variables ip and  ijp satisfy differential equations (50) and (51),
and Eqs.(58) and (59) are the same as Eqs.(52) and (53). In other words, we see that the
unsplit formulation leads to the same final equations as the R-split case of the split
formulation.
Let us recall that the presented unsplit formulation is equivalent to that introduced by
Komatitsch and Martin (2007).
3.3. The Summary of the Formulations
All treated formulations are summarized in Table 1 which clearly maps different
formulations and their relations. For conciseness the table lists only equations for the
particle velocity. It is clear that the general form of the stretching factor s given by Eq.(19)
naturally implies the additional functions (memory variables) in both the split and unsplit
formulations if a direct calculation of the convolutional terms is to be avoided. In the case
of the L-split formulation and special choice of the stretching factor, given by Eq.(36), the
resulting equations reduce to the well known equations with a simple damping term Eqs.(37) and (38). The case of the R-split formulation eventually leads to the equations
identical with those obtained straightforwardly in the unsplit formulation.

4. TIME DISCRETIZATION OF THE UNSPLIT FORMULATION
Consider the following approximations at the time level m:
1 p ,m  12
p, m  12 
 i
ip ,m   i
,

(60)

1  p ,m  12
p , m  12 
 i
 i
.
t 


(61)

2

ip ,m 



Application of approximations (60) and (61) to Eq.(50) yields

i
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p ,m  12



2  at p , m  21
2bt m

 ji , j  jp .

2  at i
2  a t

(62)
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Table 1.

i

Ω

Ω
,

,

1

1

1

L-Split

,

,

Ω⁄

,

i

Split:
,

i

,

,
1

Special Case:

,

leads to:

1

1

R-Split

General Case:

1

1

,

,

Ω⁄ i

Ω⁄

,

i

Ω

,

1
Ω⁄ ,

Ω

,

i

Formulation for velocity in the PML region perpendicular to direction p:

Summary of all formulations for velocity in the PML region perpendicular to direction p.

, 1
,

Ω⁄

1
,

Unsplit

,

,

1

If we relate Eq.(58) to the time level m, we need ip ,m . Using Eqs.(60) and (62) we obtain

i p , m 

2
b t
p , m  12
i
 mji , j  jp .

2  a t
2  a t

(63)

Using Eq.(63) we can rewrite Eq.(58):
1

bt 

2

m
 vim   

  ji , j  jp 
a
t



2
2  a t i



p , m  12





  mji , j 1   jp .

(64)

Then the final form of the equation of motion with the memory variables and
corresponding additional equations is obtained after substituting a and b from Eq.(41) in
Eqs.(62) and (64), and approximating v im by the central-difference formula:
m  12

m  21

 vi

vi



i

p , m  12





 m
t  1 
t
  1 
 , 
    2      t  ji j jp

2

2      t

i

p ,m  12

 m
ji , j

1   jp 

(65)


,


2      t p , m  12 1
2t
i
 m,  .

 2      t ji j jp
2      t

(66)

The time discretization of the constitutive relation (59) and additional equations for the
memory variables is analogous. The final system is

 ijm 1


  ijm

 1

m 1
t
 t  
 cijkl vk 2 ,l  lp
  2      t 
2

2      t

 ijp,m 1 

m 1
 ijp,m  cijkl vk 2 ,l

1  lp 

2      t p ,m

2      t ij

2t
m 1

cijkl vk 2 ,l  lp .
 2      t
1


,


1/gama missing in front of parenthesis in eq. 67
- compare with eq. 65

(67)

(68)

The discretization given by Eqs.(65)(68) is an alternative to the discretization presented
by Komatitsch and Martin (2007). Their discretization can be written in the form similar
to that in Eqs.(65)(68):
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.

m  12

vi

m  12

 vi






exp         t   1
2

i


p , m  12

i

p, m  12



ji j  jp




  mji , j 1   jp

 exp         t  i



(69)


,


p, m  12

(70)


exp         t   1  m
ji , j  jp ,
   
1



 

1
 ijm 1   ijm  t   1 
 
 



  m ,


t  1   exp         t   1
 1
  
2  2
 





exp         t   1
2



 exp         t   1 
1
 cijkl vm  2 ,l  lp
k

2  2

m 1
 ijp ,m  cijkl vk 2 ,l

1  lp 

(71)


,


 ijp ,m1  exp         t   ijp,m


(72)


m 1
exp         t   1 cijkl vk 2 ,l  lp .
   
1





The difference between the two discretizations is in coefficients. It is due to different time
integrations of Eqs.(50) and (51). The integration chosen by Komatitsch and Martin
(2007) would be the exact integration in case of homogeneous Eqs.(50) and (51), that is if
b  0 . Both discretizations are 2nd-order accurate in time if b  0 which is the case.
Numerical tests are necessary to compare the two approaches.

5. NUMERICAL COMPARISON OF THE TWO DISCRETIZATIONS
We present numerical results for a wavefield generated by a point single force in a
homogeneous isotropic elastic medium. The configuration is close to that considered by
Komatitsch and Martin (2007). The 3D model of the relatively thin slice has shape of the
rectangular parallelepiped with dimensions 1000  6400  6420 m3. P-wave speed,
S-wave speed and density are, respectively, 3300 m/s, 1905.3 m/s and 2800 kg/m3. The
point single-force source is located at x = 790 m, y = 4270 m, and z = 3210 m assuming
that one corner of the rectangular parallelepiped is located at the origin of the Cartesian
coordinate system and its short edge is parallel with the x-axis. The force is oriented at
135 in the (x,y) plane. The source-time function used in the numerical simulations is
Gabor
signal
a
harmonic
carrier
with
a
Gaussian
envelope,



s (t )  exp   p  t  ts   s 
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2



cos  p  t  ts     .

Here,

 p  2 f p ,

t  0, 2ts ,

fp = 15 Hz is predominant frequency, s = 4 controls the width of the signal,  = /2 is a
phase shift, and ts  0.45 s f p .
The computational domain was covered with a uniform staggered grid. With the grid
spacing of 10 m in the three Cartesian directions, the numbers of grid spacings in the three
directions were 100, 640, and 640. The simulations for the interior grid were performed
using the 4th-order in space, 2nd-order in time velocity-stress staggered-grid finitedifference scheme. A 100 m (10 grid spacings) thick PML was applied on the six sides of
the parallelepiped. The same damping profile was applied in all coordinate directions:
2

  0  L  ,    x, y , z , 0 = 341.9, L = 100 m. The other parameters are  = 1,

 = fp. For explanation of this choice see Komatitsch and Martin (2007). At the external
boundaries of the PML (and thus the grid) the particle velocity is set equal to zero (rigid
boundary). The finite-difference approximation applied in the PML is 2nd-order in space
and time.
The time step was 1.4 ms. The simulated time window is 140 s, the number of
performed time steps is 100 000.

Fig. 1. Total energy in the interior part of the grid (PML not included) as a function of time
levels. The 4th-order in space and 2nd-order in time velocity-stress staggered-grid finite-difference
scheme was applied to the interior part of the grid. The 2nd-order in time and space scheme was
applied in the PML. One curve corresponds to the time discretization presented in this article, the
other to the discretization suggested by Komatitsch and Martin (2007).
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Following Komatitsch and Martin (2007) we evaluate the total energy in the interior
part of the grid (the PML excluded) as a function of time. The total energy, defined as
E

1
2 1
 v   ij  ij ,
2
2

(73)

should decay with time after the source stops radiating energy. Fig. 1 shows the total
energy in the grid as a function of time level obtained by two numerical simulations. One
simulation was performed with the use of our discretization, Eqs.(65)(68), the other with
the use of the discretization presented by Komatitsch and Martin (2007), Eqs.(69)(72).
The two curves practically coincide for all 100 000 time levels. We can see this agreement
as a confirmation of accuracy of both discretizations. We note that the energy-decay curve
differs slightly from that presented by Komatitsch and Martin (2007): The oscillations are
due to the 4th-order scheme applied in the interior grid and not in the PML. We saw this
clearly on the snapshots (not shown here). The resulting residual high-frequency
numerical noise is responsible for the fact that the amount of energy stabilizes in the grid the grid is not capable to “process” the high-frequency noise. However, the noise level is
about 8 orders of magnitude weaker than the useful signal. Therefore it does not pose
a practical problem.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The PML may be split or unsplit, classical or convolutional, with the general or special
form of the stretching factor. We showed relations between different formulations of the
PML with respect to their three key aspects.
We derived two variants of the split formulations for the general form of the stretching
factor. The L-split variant has the stretching factor on the left-hand side of the equation of
motion and constitutive law, the R-split variant on the right-hand side. Both variants
naturally lead to convolutional formulations in case of the general form of the stretching
factor. The L-split variant reduces to the well-known classical split formulation in case of
the special form of the stretching factor. The R-split formulation remains convolutional
even for the special form of the stretching factor.
The R-split formulation eventually leads to the equations identical with those obtained
straightforwardly in the unsplit formulation.
We presented a time discretization of the unsplit formulation which is a slightly
algorithmically simpler alternative to the time discretization presented by Komatitsch and
Martin (2007). The latter is shown in the form consistent with our discretization. We
implemented both discretizations in the 3D velocity-stress staggered-grid finite-difference
scheme. The interior grid was solved with the 4th-order whereas the PML with the 2ndorder scheme in space, both being the 2nd-order in time. Numerical tests showed a very
good level of agreement of the two discretizations.
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